
"The New Global Awareness".

Article 1: The New Global Awareness and "Science"

Welcome to the first article of this three part series of weekly articles, published on 
Tuesdays, explaining what "The New Global Awareness" is.

As the name implies "The New Global Awareness" is about a new "awareness", one that
will have a major impact on our global society.

What is so important about this new awareness is that it looks at humanity and our 
reality from a holistic point of view, meaning that it involves almost every aspect of our 
human lives from science to metaphysics to politics and so on. It also looks at 
spirituality, but purely from a scientific and factual point of view.

In this short series of articles we shall limit our focus to only include three topic areas:

Article 1: The New Global Awareness and Science (i.e. This article)
Article 2: The New Global Awareness and Spirituality
Article 3: The New Global Awareness and Politics.

I can understand that some of you who are reading this may be wondering what these 
three subjects have to do with one another. Well, the reason why we look at Science is 
because there is a major flaw in our scientifically based perception of reality. One which 
we need to become aware of and if genuinely understood will change the way we view 
our reality.

In article two we then make use of that new awareness to demystify spirituality and to 
open the door for spirituality to become part of science - or rather, for spirituality, our 
religions and belief systems and our sciences combined to merge into one, so as to 
unify humanity in a universal awareness and knowledge about life and our true reality.

In article three "Politics", we first look at how this universal awareness and knowledge 
can also help remove the "Power" from those who misuse Religion for personal gain 
and/or agendas. And then we look at some of the things that are wrong with our current 
political and economical systems - while also introducing a new model for a future 
system capable of dealing with all of our current major problems.

Okay, so what exactly are we talking about here? What is it that we are not aware of?

Simply put, the new awareness and the in-depth enhanced understanding it provides, 
changes the way we view our lives and our physical reality. It presents us with a range 
of new insights that will help answer many of the biggest and most difficult questions 
ever asked by humanity, including those asked by philosophers, theologians, 
astronomers, quantum physicists and so on.

While no series of short articles like these can ever substitute the many insights and 
progressive buildup of awareness and understanding found in the book "The New 
Global Awareness" (which holds the answers to everything we cover in these articles) - 
we can here at least attain a general idea of what this new awareness can help us with 



in regards to science, by opening our awareness to what is the factual reality of our 
physical reality.

As we may all have heard, the generally accepted view, or perception, we have of our 
reality is that we live in a physical reality referred to as a "time and space" reality.

In our perception of reality, basically all that is required for us to perceive it as real, is 
that it adheres to the laws of physics - which in turn depends on the dimension of both 
"time" and "space" for it to be detectable and measurable in one way or another. In other
words, our perception of what is real is ultimately totally dependent on the element of 
both time and of space, without which there would be no reality for us to perceive.

But should not the simplicity of a reality, really only built on the foundation of time and 
space for us to perceive it as real, tell us that something must be missing?

Since this article is about science, let us assess our reality purely and strictly from a 
scientific and logical point of view.

Yes, we do live in an expanding universe where everything is separated by "space", 
which in turn allows us to perceive it as a three dimensional physical reality (which  
would not have been possible had everything been located in just one single spot). But 
where exactly is this expanding universe of ours located?



The same can basically be said about "time". If we did not have the dimension of time 
(which after all is a factual and scientifically recognized concept), everything would just 
be standing still, as if it was frozen. In other words, it is only by actually having a time-
line in our three dimensional reality, that different things can happen at different times 
and therefore allow our physical reality to become alive. But where exactly on the time-
line are we right now?

Does not the fact that our expanding universe exists in the middle of "nowhere" and that 
our current moment to be alive exist on a time-line which has no beginning and no end, 
tell us that something is missing from our otherwise perfect and untainted scientific view 
and perception of our reality?

I know that many will say that "…That is just how it is, there is nothing strange about 
that". But really (and scientifically) - does not the fact that our physical reality (which is 
totally dependent on and defined by, the laws of physics and the dimension of both 
"time" and "space" for it to be detectable and measurable) exist in a universe which does
not itself adhere to the laws of physics, tell us that there is something missing in our 
current understanding and awareness of the reality in which we live - a "blind spot" so to 
say in our awareness and perception?

The fact is that something that has no specific "point in time" and which is endless in 
size simply does not fit in with our laws of physics and therefore does not meet the 
criteria needed to be a part of our physical reality.

Putting our head in the sand and saying "…nothing strange going on here!" can hardly 
be considered a scientific approach to the problem. What we need to ask ourselves from
a genuine scientific point of view is: How can two seemingly incompatible realities 
coexist in one and the same reality? In other words, does not the fact that our perception
of reality, which actually is based on the elusive dimension of "time" and "space" which 
itself does not adhere to the laws of our physical reality and which effectively places our 
physical reality in what best can be described as a non-physical reality, tell us that 
something is missing in our awareness of what actually is going on?

And perhaps even more importantly - what does this "blind spot" or lack of 
understanding mean for our general understanding of reality; for the sciences we have 
built on the foundation of this limited understanding and for our ability to fully progress in 
the different disciplines of science?



As mentioned earlier, answers to everything we cover in these articles can be found in 
the book "The New Global Awareness". But while we cannot go much deeper into 
explaining the topic of our reality here, what we can do here is to mention some of the 
many scientific disciplines that will benefit from the better understanding and awareness 
our reality revealed in the book:

Quantum Physics:
It provides an in-depth explanation of our true reality and explains the mystifying 
quantum-puzzling link between the object and the observer.

Neuroscience:
It gives factual evidence of the self i.e. the invisible or non-observable part of the 
equation of what it means to be alive. (N.B. More to be revealed on this topic in 
article two). 

General Science:
It defines the parameters of how far traditional science can go in explaining our 
physical reality and why. It then takes us way beyond the limitations of traditional 
science, using a scientific and logically sound approach to provide factual evidence 
of our extended true reality.

Modern Medicine:
It explains the mechanics of self healing and the underlying reasons for how and why
it works.

Astronomy:
It explains our universe, defines its boundaries and gives us a whole new perception 
and way of understanding the concept of space.

Next Tuesday…
In our next article entitled "Spirituality", we shall again make use of scientific facts and 
logic, but this time to demystify spirituality. Please note that while religion usually is 
based on spirituality, we shall not be talking about religion or beliefs in any of these 
articles. And in our third and final article we shall be looking at a very current and hot 
topic "Politics".

--

I would like to invite anyone with an interest in "The New Global Awareness" to join the 
LinkedIn Group also named "The New Global Awareness". 
Link: https://www.linkedin.com/groups/7062924

More information.

For those of you who are interested in new material for News articles, Blogs or for topics
to write about in Journals etc, as you may well have discovered "The New Global 
Awareness" provides a wealth of new topics and insights to use. If you have any further 
questions please feel free to contact me on any of the social media platforms, either by 
posting in one of the "The New Global Awareness" Groups or by sending me a private 
message.



It is anticipated that as this new global "awareness" starts to grow and become 
commonly known and understood, it will also increasingly become a subject matter for 
anyone to participate in whether they have read the book or not, for example on social 
media etc. (In light of this and for optimal participation in future discussions regarding 
"The New Global Awareness" I would recommend you consider reading the book. 

"The New Global Awareness" is ideal for discussions and debates at all levels of our 
society and for inclusion in the curriculum from elementary/primary school through to 
university level.

Direct link to the book on Amazon:  https://www.amazon.com/dp/B01M61YNXA

N.B. The book is available in both e-book and paperback format.

For book details and additional information about "The New Global Awareness" please 
visit the "The New Global Awareness" website:

http://TheNewGlobalAwareness.com

James Y
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